
Subject: Re: Whitlock Family Newsletter X4033/1
Date: Sat, 9 Jun 2001 19:40:33 -0400
From: "Richard Whitlock" <dnr@epix.net>
To: <peterw@bcegg.com>

Peter, Thanks so much for the message...it was me who called. I also sent,
or tried to, a couple of e-mail message (see below) but all were returned.
Now that you're back on line we should be able to communicate again. We just
returned from the NY trip I mentioned so in that message so I'll just
include it in this reply.

From: Richard Whitlock <dnr@epix.net>
To: <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject:
Date: Friday, June 01, 2001 2:02 PM

Dear Peter,

I sent a message to you yesterday and today, in preparation for my return
trip to the archives at Fonda NY, stumbled upon some new information which
may shed light on at least one question that several of us have been asking.
According to the records of a distant aunt (great?) of a James Whitlock
living in FL, the Stephen Whitlock in question in my last message is the son
of Henry C. Whitlock Jr. and his wife, Mary Vincent. Henry Jr. was the
brother of Aaron C. Whitlock, the latter supposedly being a Major General in
the War of 1812. According to the "family" records, Henry Jr. and Mary had
three sons; James, Charles and Stephen. Henry Jr. died very young and his
brother Aaron took in two of the boys, Charles and Stephen, and raised them.
My suspicion is that this account is true and, if so, might explain why
Stephen is listed as a child of Aaron on a Family Group Sheet prepared by
researchers at the Montgomery County courthouse archives at Fonda, NY. It
also may explain the 1825 census to which your March 2000 newsletter
referred ( i.e., "3 males including head...") living with Aaron C. Whitlock.
I would like to discuss this finding with James E. Wilson who has provided
much of the previous information but his phone no longer is listed under an
old number and I cannot get a response from his e-mail address. If you have
a new number or e-mail address for him, please forward it to me.

I hope this new (to me) information is in some way helpful in your work.
Please let me know your thoughts.

Sincerely,
Dr. Richard P. Whitlock (Dick)
6373 Ninth View Drive
Fayetteville, PA 17222

Phone: 717-352-4188
Fax: 717-352-4558

As you can see, this is pretty exciting information. Incidentally, I was



able to obtain a new telephone number for Jim Wilson. Both he and James X4033/2
Whitlock (in FL) I believe follow different branches from mine once we all
get beyond Henry Whitlock, Jr. Jim Wilson's split may go back even further.
I don't believe he is related to Aaron C. Whitlock, at least, as a direct
descendent. My challenge now is to dig up some more "proof" for Henry (C. ?)
Whitlock, Jr. I think, from my discussions with the Montgomery County
Historian this week, that my best bet will be at the Fulton County
courthouse in Johnstown, NY. We will make another trip to that area in July.
Again, thanks for getting back to me. I look forward to your call now that
we're back home. If I'm out when you call, please leave a message with the
best time to reach you and I'll call you.
Dick
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